
 



2020 Formula 1 Part 1 Guidelines 
 

Notice!! Read and understand the entire flyer BEFORE starting this tour. 
 
This tour is designed to follow the 2020 Formula 1 tour around the globe.  There are several aspects to 
this tour that must be followed or your PIREP will be deleted.  Each flight must be flown at any time 
AFTER the prior race has finished and BEFORE the next race starts.  The exception to this rule is Part 1, 

Leg #1 that can be flown any time prior to start of the first race in Australia (YMML).  Flights can be 
flown in any aircraft that is able to fly the required distance.  There is a break during the season that is 4 
weeks in length. Flights can be flown at any time between the 2 races.  Part #1 will conclude and then 
Part #2 will commence.  Please see Part #2 for the remainder of the rules.  The F1 Award will be given at 
the conclusion of both Part 1 and Part 2. 
 
While the schedule is pretty complex, it can be done. I did the tour last year to make sure it wasn’t too 
complicated and could be completed in the sim.  Some of the races are only 1 week apart, while a 
majority of them are 2 weeks apart.  The one-week races are flights that aren’t much more than a 2-3 
hour flight or less. 
 
 
Tour #1 SkyVector Route 
https://skyvector.com/?ll=45.77365361789589,-
4.0166015514907505&chart=301&zoom=15&fpl=%20KLAX%20KLAX%20YMML%20OBBI%20VVNB%20Z
SPD%20EHAM%20LEBL%20LFMN%20UBBB%20CYUL%20LFML%20LOWW%20EGLL%20LHBP 
 
 
 
 
 

Leg 
# DEP ARR Race Date 

Race 
Time Track & City 

1 KLAX YMML 15-Mar-20 0300z AUSTRALIAN GP | MELBOURNE GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT 

2 YMML OBBI 22-Mar-20 1600z BAHRAIN GP | BAHRAIN INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT 

3 OBBI VVNB 5-Apr-20 0800z VIETNAMESE GP | HANOI STREET CIRCUIT 

          Canceled due to COVID-19 

4 VVNB EHAM 3-May-20 1400z DUTCH GP | ZANDVOORT 

5 EHAM LEBL 10-May-20 1400z SPANISH GP | CIRCUIT DE BARCELONA-CATALUNYA 

6 LEBL LFMN 24-May-20 1400z MONACO GP | MONTE CARLO 

7 LFMN UBBB 7-Jun-20 1400z AZERBAIJAN GP | BAKU CITY CIRCUIT 

8 UBBB CYUL 14-Jun-20 1900z CANADIAN GP | CIRCUIT GILLES-VILLENEUVE 

9 CYUL LFML 28-Jun-20 1400z FRENCH GP | CIRCUIT PAUL RICARD 

10 LFML LOWW 5-Jul-20 1400z AUSTRIAN GP | RED BULL RING 

11 LOWW EGLL 19-Jul-20 1500z BRITISH GP | SILVERSTONE 

12 EGLL LHBP 2-Aug-20 1400z HUNGARIAN GP | HUNGARORING 
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Sign Up & Flying 

Make sure to sign in and click on the tour button. Find the tour, click details and then sign up to 

register. (Your name should appear in the participants list below) Make sure you fly the correct flight 

Numbers. You can use the new links on the tour details page to automatically add the flights to your 

schedules list by clicking "Add to Bid" on the right side of the screen. The flights will show up in 

SmartCars in your Flights Page Automatically – Click the refresh button on the SmartCars Flights if 

already open. See below: 

 

 
 

Use the same signup and bidding for part 2 of the tour.  

 

Good Luck! 


